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1. Introduction and terminology 
Throughout this paper the letters [w and N will denote the sets of real numbers 
and positive integer numbers, respectively. 
A quasi-pseudometric on a set X is a nonnegative real-valued function d on X x X 
such that, for all x, y, z in X: (i) d(x,x)=O; (ii) d(x,y)Sd(x,z)+d(z,y). If d 
satisfies the additional condition (iii) d (x, y) =0=3x = y, then d is called a quasi- 
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metric on X. If d satisfies a weaker separation (iv) d (x, y) + d(y, x) = 0+x = y, then 
d is called separating. 
A (separated) quasi-(pseudo)metric space is a pair (X, d) such that X is a 
nonempty set and d is a (separating) quasi-(pseudo)metric on X. 
The topology T(d) induced by a quasi-pseudometric d on X has basic open 
neighborhoods of x of the form B(d; x, r) = {y E X: d(x, y) < r}. Observe that d is 
a quasi-metric if and only if T(d) is a T, topology. d is separating if and only if 
T(d) is a To topology. 
A topological space (X, T) is called (separated) quasi-(pseudo)metrizable if there 
is a (separating) quasi-(pseudo)metric d on X compatible with T, where d is 
compatible with T provided T = T(d). 
Each (separating) quasi-(pseudo)metric d on X induces a conjugate (separating) 
quasi-(pseudo)metric d-l, given by d-‘(x, y) = d(y, x). Thus, the pair of topologies 
induced from a quasi-pseudometric and its conjugate originate the following notion: 
A bitopological space is [lo] an ordered triple (X, P, Q) such that X is a nonempty 
set and P and Q are topologies on X. The space (X, P, Q) is said to be (separated) 
quasi-(pseudo)metrizable if there is a (separating) quasi-(pseudo)metric d on X 
compatible with (X, P, Q), where d is compatible with (X, P, Q) provided that 
P = T(d) and Q = T(d-‘). 
If d is a quasi-pseudometric on a set X we shall denote by d* the pseudometric 
on X given by d” = d v d-l. (Note that d” is a metric whenever d is separating.) 
A quasi-pseudometric d on X will be called bicomplete if the pseudometric d* 
is complete. In [13] there was developed a theory of bicompleteness for quasi- 
uniform and quasi-pseudometric spaces (see also [6, Chapter 31). 
In this paper we obtain a characterization of those quasi-pseudometrizable bitopo- 
logical spaces that admit a compatible bicomplete quasi-pseudometric. From this 
characterization we deduce in a very straightforward manner several generalizations 
of classical theorems on completely metrizable spaces of Alexandroff, Hausdorff, 
Tech and Frolik. 
At the end of this section we recall some concepts from the theory of bitopological 
spaces. 
A bitopological space (X, P, Q) is called: 
(i) 2-separated [14] if P v Q is a Hausdorff topology; 
(ii) pairwise regular [lo] if, for each x E X, the Q-closed P-neighborhoods of x 
form a base for the P-neighborhoods of x and P-closed Q-neighborhoods of x form 
a base for the Q-neighborhoods of x; 
(iii) pairwise completely regular [ 1 l] if, for each x E X and disjoint P-closed set 
A there is a P-lower semicontinuous and Q-upper semicontinuous function .f from 
X into [0, l] such that f(x) = 1 and f(A) = 0; and for each Q-closed set B not 
containing x, there is a Q-lower semicontinuous and P-upper semicontinuous 
function g from X into [0, l] such that g(x) = 1 and g(B) = 0; 
(iv) pairwise Tychonoff [ 131 if it is 2-separated and pairwise completely regular; 
(v) 2-compact [14] if P v Q is a compact topology. 
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2. The main result 
The link between P v Q-completeness and bicompleteness of compatible quasi- 
pseudometrics on (X, P, Q) is somewhat surprising: 
Theorem 2.1. A quasi-pseudometrizable space (X, P, Q) admits a compatible 
bicomplete quasi-pseudometric if and only if (X, P v Q) admits a compatible complete 
pseudometric. 
Proof. If (X, P, Q) admits a compatible bicomplete quasi-pseudometric d, then d* 
is a complete pseudometric compatible with P v Q. Conversely, assume d is a 
compatible quasi-pseudometric on (X, P, Q) and let e be a compatible complete 
pseudometric on (X, P v Q). For each integer n, the set G, = {(x, y): e(x, y) < 2-“> 
is (P v Q) x (Pv Q)-open, so there is, for each x E X, r,,(x) > 0 such that U,, = 
U {Nd”; x, m(x))xB(d*; x, r,,(x)): XEX}S G,. Clearly, r,(x) may be chosen so 
that 5r,,+,(x) < r,(x) ~2~“. Now split the symmetric U, as follows: Put 
V, = IJ {B(d-‘; x, r,,(x)/3) x B(d; x, r,,(x)/3): x E X}. 
We show that V,, n Vi’ G U,,. Let (x, y) E V,, n Vi’, then there exist a, b E X such 
that d(x,a)<r,,(a)/3, d(a,y)<r,,(a)/3, d(b,x)<r,(b)/3 and d(y, b)<r,(b)/3. 
Assume, without loss of generality that r,,(a) c r,,(b). Then, d(x, b) G 
d(x,a)+d(a,y)+d(y,b)<r,,(b). Since d(b,x)<r,,(b) it follows that d*(x,b)< 
r,,(b). Similarly, d*(b, y) < r,,(b). Hence (x, y) E U,,. A similar argument shows that 
V-fi+, s V,, . By the metrization lemma, there is a quasi-pseudometric q on X such that 
v,+, E ((4 y): 4(x, y) < 2”> c v,. 
For each n EN, B(d; x, r,(x)/3) s V,,(x) and B(d-‘; x, r,(x)/3) z V,‘(x), 
so that T(q) c P= T(d) and T(q-‘) 5 Q = T(d-‘). Moreover, V,(x) = 
U {Wd; Y, rn(y)/3): x E Wd-‘; y, r,(y)/3)), and x E B(d-‘; y, r,(y)/3)*d(x, y) < 
r,,(y)/3+B(d; y,r,,(y)/3)zB(d;x,2r,(y)/3)~B(d;x,2~”). Hence, P= T(q) and 
Q = T(q-‘). Now a q*-Cauchy sequence (x,,) is one such that the double sequence 
((x,, x,)) is eventually in each V,, n V;‘, hence in each U,,, hence in each G,, hence 
(x,) is e-Cauchy. By assumption, there is x E X such that (x,) is P v Q-convergent 
to x. Therefore, q is a bicomplete quasi-pseudometric compatible with (X, P, Q). q 
3. Applications 
As a first application of Theorem 2.1 we shall obtain a generalization of the 
classical theorem [9, p. 2071 that a metrizable space is completely metrizable if and 
only if it is an absolute G6 (the antecedent of this result is a well-known theorem, 
due to Alexandroff [l] and Hausdorff [8], which states that a metrizable space is 
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completely metrizable if and only if it is a Gs-subset of a completely metrizable 
space in which it is embedded). (Recall that a topological space is said to be 
completely metrizable if it has a compatible complete metric.) 
Definition 3.1. A separated quasi-pseudometrizable space (X, P, Q) is an absolute 
Gs if X is a $ v @G8-subset of every separated quasi-pseudometrizable space 
(2, @, 6) in which it is embedded. 
Theorem 3.2. A separated quasi-pseudometrizable space (X, P, Q) has a compatible 
bicomplete quasi-pseudometric if and only if it is an absolute Gs. 
Proof. Suppose that (X, P, Q) has a compatible separating quasi-pseudometric d, 
where d* is complete. Let (2, $, 6) be a separated quasi-pseudometrizable space 
which contains (X, P, Q). (2, @ v 6) . IS a metrizable space which contains the 
completely metrizable space (X, P v Q). Hence, X is a p v e-G, in 2. Thus, (X, P, Q) 
is an absolute G,. Conversely, suppose (X, P, Q) admits a separating quasi- 
pseudometric d and is an absolute G,. Let ($2) denote a bicompletion of (X, d) 
(see [ 111) and let @ = T( 2) and 6 = T( 2-l). Note that (2, a*) is a complete metric 
space and that ? 1 X = P and 4 1 X = Q. By assumption, (X, P, Q) is a @ v e-G, in 
2. By the Alexandroff-Hausdorff theorem, (X, T( d”)) is completely metrizable. 
The result now follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 
Note. The classical proofs of the Alexandroff-Hausdorff theorem involve construc- 
tions that are not continuous in the bitopological setting and do not extend readily 
to the general quasi-pseudometrics involved. 
In [3], Tech showed that a metrizable space is completely metrizable if and only 
if it is a G,-subset of a compact Hausdorff space in which it is embedded. 
A Tychonoff space is called tech complete [5, p. 2521 if it is a G,-subset of each 
of its compactifications. From [5, Theorem 3.9.11 it follows the following reformula- 
tion of Cech’s theorem: A metrizable space is completely metrizable if and only if 
it is a tech complete space (see also [2,7]). 
In Theorem 3.6 we shall extend the preceding results to separated quasi- 
pseudometrizable bitopological spaces. 
- - 
Definition 3.3. Let (X, P, Q) be a bitopological space. A 2-compact space (x, P, Q) 
such that X s x, p 1 X = P, 0 1 X = Q and X is p v Q-dense in -%, will be called a 
bicompactijication of (X, P, Q). 
It is proved in [13] that every pairwise Tychonoff space (X, P, Q) admits a 
2-separated pairwise regular bicompactification &(X1 P, Q) = (&X, P, Q) with the 
universal property for the extension of maps into (1, u, 1): 
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- - 
Everyf: (X, P, Q) + (I, u, I) has a unique extension F : (&X, P, Q) + (I, u, I) where 
I is the interval [0, 11, u is the quasi-pseudometric on I, given by u(x, y) = (y -x) v 0, 
and, by abuse of notation, u = T(u) and I= T(u-‘) (note that U* is the usual metric 
on I). In fact, the universal property holds for all maps f: (X, P, Q) + (K, L, S), 
where (K, L, S) is a 2-separated pairwise regular 2-compact space. 
- - - 
Definition 3.4. Let (X, P, Q) be a bicompactification of a pairwise Tychonoff space - - 
(X, P, 0). We will say that (X, P, Q) is a Gs of (X, P, Q) if X is a p v o-G,-subset 
of X. 
As in the classical topological case we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.5. For a pairwise Tychonoflspace (X, P, Q) the following are equivalent. 
- - - 
(1) For every bicompactijication (X, P, Q) of (X, P, Q) the remainder X\X is an 
F,-subset of (2, I’ v 0). 
(2) The remainder /3zX\X is an F<,-subset of (pzX, P v 0). 
(3) There is a bicompactijcation (X’, P’, Q’) of (X, P, Q) such that the remainder 
X’\X is an F,-subset of (X’, P’ v Q’). 
Proof. It is clear that (l)+(2)+(3). That (3)+( 1) can be proved directly, or else, 
it follows from the classical theorem, since (X, p v 0) is a Hausdorff compactification 
of the Tychonoff space (X, P v Q). 0 
Theorem 3.6. For a separated quasi-pseudometrizable space (X, P, Q) the following 
are equivalent. 
(1) (X, P, Q) has a compatible bicomplete quasi-pseudometric. 
(2) (X, P v Q) is a &ech complete space. 
(3) (X, P, Q) is a G8 of each of its bicompactijcations. 
Proof. (l)+(2) and (2)+(3) are obvious. We will see that (3)+(l). It follows 
from (3) that (X, P v Q) is a G,-subset of a compact Hausdorff space in which it 
is embedded. By tech’s theorem, cited above, (X, P v Q) is completely metrizable. 
Theorem 2.1 concludes the proof. 0 
Examples. (a) (R, u, 1) has a compatible bicomplete separating quasi-pseudometric. 
(b) Let d be the quasi-metric on R given by d (x, y) = y -x if x s y and d (x, y) = 1 
if x > y. Then T(d) is the Sorgenfrey line on R and d* is the discrete metric on R. 
So d is a bicomplete quasi-metric on R’ compatible with (R, T(d), T(d-I)). 
(c) Let (K, T) denote the Kofner plane and d the quasi-metric on K, compatible 
with T, defined as in [6, p. 1551. It is easy to see that d is bicomplete. 
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Let (X, T) be a quasi-pseudometrizable topological space. When does there exist 
a compatible quasi-pseudometric d on X compatible with T which is bicomplete? 
One answer is that such d will exist if and only if there is a companion topology 
Q such that (X, T, Q) has a compatible bicomplete quasi-pseudometric. However, 
a satisfactory answer would involve criteria that depend on T only. We do not have 
such criteria, however, the argument used to prove Theorem 2.1 yields a theorem 
that may bear upon the question. 
Theorem 3.7. Let (X, T) be a quasi-pseudometrizable space and d a compatible 
quasi-pseudometric. Then (X, T) admits a compatible bicomplete quasi-pseudometric 
if (X, T(d*)) admits a compatible complete pseudometric. 
Example. From Theorem 3.7 it follows that Dieudonne’s example of a locally 
compact regular nonnormal space (X, T) [4] has a compatible bicomplete quasi- 
metric. In fact, Stoltenberg [15] has shown that there is a quasi-metric d on X, 
compatible with T and such that T(d-‘) is the discrete topology on X. 
Remark. It should be noted that if all compatible quasi-pseudometrics on a quasi- 
pseudometrizable space (X, T) are bicomplete, then (X, T) is countably compact 
[12]. However, the converse is not true as the following example shows. Let 
X=(1/n: n~N}andlet d bethequasi-metriconx definedby d(l/n,l/m)=l/m 
if n # m and d( l/ n, l/n) = 0 for all n E N. Then T(d) is the cofinite topology on X 
and T(d-‘) the discrete topology on X. Clearly, (X, T(d)) is compact, but d* is 
not complete. 
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